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ctrophilicity in carbonyl
compounds†

F. Matthias Bickelhaupt *abc and Israel Fernández *d

The origin of the electrophilicity of a series of cyclohexanones and benzaldehydes is investigated using the

activation strain model and quantitative Kohn–Sham molecular orbital (MO) theory. We find that this

electrophilicity is mainly determined by the electrostatic attractions between the carbonyl compound

and the nucleophile (cyanide) along the entire reaction coordinate. Donor–acceptor frontier molecular

orbital interactions, on which the current rationale behind electrophilicity trends is based, appear to have

little or no significant influence on the reactivity of these carbonyl compounds.
Introduction

The terms electrophile and nucleophile, coined by Ingold1

based on the earlier denitions by Lewis and Weehler,2

constitute a pivotal concept in chemistry. An electrophile typi-
cally refers to a species able to form a chemical bond by
accepting an electron pair from a nucleophile. In this sense, the
concept of electrophilicity, i.e. the relative reactivity of an elec-
trophilic reagent, is, according to the IUPAC Goldbook,3 directly
related to Lewis acidity. Despite that, whereas Lewis acidity is
a thermodynamic quantity (measured by relative equilibrium
constants), electrophilicity is assumed to be a kinetic quantity
(estimated from relative rate constants).

From an experimental point of view, the estimation and/or
quantication of the relative electrophilicity of a system was
challenging until the pioneering work by Mayr and co-workers,4

who introduced nucleophilicity/electrophilicity scales based on
the experimental rate constants for a large series of polar
reactions. Thus, their famous equation log k = sN(N + E), char-
acterizes electrophiles by the parameter E (electrophilicity) and
nucleophiles by two solvent-dependent quantities, N (nucleo-
philicity) and sN (susceptibility).

From a theoretical point of view, electrophilicity is mostly
quantied by means of the so-called Conceptual Density
Functional Theory (CDFT) developed by Parr and Yang.5 Within
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the CDFT approach, the electrophilicity index (u)6 is dened
in terms of the chemical hardness (h)5,7 and the chemical
potential (m)5,7 as:

u = m2/2h

where m = 1
2(3LUMO + 3HOMO) and h = 3LUMO − 3HOMO. Therefore,

the electrophilicity of a system exclusively depends on the
energy of its frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) computed at its
equilibrium geometry.8,9 However, this is a rather crude
assumption because electrophilicity, as a kinetic concept, is
determined by the mutual interaction between the electrophile
and nucleophile along the reaction coordinate, and particularly,
at the transition state region, where the starting materials are
signicantly distorted and thus, their MOs may change quite
a bit. For this reason, it is not surprising that the computed
global or local u values do not correlate with the experimental
Mayr' E values in many instances, and particularly, for ketones,
one of the most frequently used electrophiles in synthesis, as
reported recently by Mayr and co-workers.10

This nding therefore suggests that the widely accepted orbital
control (especially, the energy of thep*(C]O)molecular orbital)11

is not the main factor governing the relative electrophilicity of
carbonyl compounds. A similar nding was found by us recently
in a completely different context but also involving carbonyl
groups.12,13 It was found that the catalysis of various reactions,
such as Diels–Alder or Michael addition, is not, as widely
accepted, caused by enhancing FMO interactions, but by
a signicant reduction in the Pauli repulsion between the key
occupied molecular orbitals of the reactants, as revealed by the
Activation Strain Model (ASM)14 of reactivity and energy decom-
position analysis (EDA) methods.15 The lack of fundamental
knowledge on the ultimate factors controlling the electrophilicity
of carbonyl compounds, especially ketones and aldehydes,10

prompted us to apply our combined ASM-EDA approach to reveal
the origin of the relative electrophilicity of carbonyl compounds.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Comparative ASDs of the reaction between CN− and 1-CH2

(black lines) and 1-S (red lines) projected onto the C/C bond-forming
distance and referred to the isolated reactants. All data have been
computed at the ZORA-M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-311+G* level.
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Results and discussion

We rst focused on the relative electrophilicity of cyclohexa-
nones, species experimentally investigated by Mayr and co-
workers.10 By studying the so-called Darzens condensation,16

a process related to the useful Corey–Chaykovsky epoxidation,17

the authors found that electrophilicity of the parent cyclohex-
anone (E=−19.9) increases with the presence of substituents in
4-relative position to the carbonyl group (Table 1). In particular,
the cyclohexanones where the CH2 group in position 4 was
replaced by an oxygen or sulphur atom were found to exhibit an
enhanced electrophilicity (E = −17.9 and −16.9, respectively).

The reasons behind the electrophilicity trend shown in Table
1 are however essentially unknown so far. Therefore, we decided
to explore the simple addition of cyanide (CN−) to the cyclo-
hexanones 1 depicted in Table 1. This particular nucleophile
was selected because is a potent nucleophile (N = 16.27 in the
Mayr's scale)4d and its contribution to the total strain is practi-
cally negligible. In all cases, the process leads to the formation
of the corresponding cyanohydrin adducts through transition
states where the CN− nucleophile follows the expected Bürgi–
Dunitz angle (ca. 110°).18 Interestingly, the computed activation
barriers follow the same trend as the electrophilic E values,
conrming that the substitution at the 4-position enhances the
electrophilicity of the parent cyclohexanone (particularly for 1-O
and 1-S, which exhibit rather low activation barriers). At vari-
ance, and in agreement with the ndings by Mayr and co-
workers,10 no correlation was found between the computed
barriers and the Parr's global electrophilicity indices, u. No
correlation was found either when using the local electrophi-
licity indices at the carbonyl carbon atom (see Table 1).10

To understand the origins of the enhanced reactivity of
substituted cyclohexanones with respect to the parent system,
we applied next the Activation StrainModel (ASM)14 of reactivity.
To this end, we compared the cyanide addition reactions
involving the extreme situations represented by cyclohexanone
1-CH2 and its sulphur-substituted counterpart 1-S. Fig. 1 shows
the corresponding Activation Strain Diagrams (ASDs) for both
transformations from the early stages of the processes up to the
corresponding transition states projected onto the (O])C/
C(N) bond-forming distance. From the data in Fig. 1, it becomes
evident that the higher reactivity of 1-S is not at all due to the
Table 1 Electrophilicities (E) and global electrophilicity indexes (u) for c
(in kcal mol−1, computed at the ZORA-M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-311+G

1-X Ea ub DG‡

1-CH2 −19.9 0.93 (0.15) 6.5
1-NMe −18.4 0.88 (0.15) 5.1
1-C(O2C2H4) −18.2 0.92 (0.15) 5.4
1-O −17.9 1.01 (0.18) 2.7
1-S −16.9 0.92 (0.19) 1.0
1-PMe n.d.d 0.89 (n.d.)d 2.8
1-C(Me2) n.d.d 0.93 (n.d.)d 5.8

a Valuesmeasured byMayr and co-workers (see ref. 10). b Computed at the
the local electrophilicity index (uc) taken from ref. 10. c Computed at the sa

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
strain term, which is nearly identical for both reactions but
derives exclusively from a stronger interaction between the
reagents along the entire reaction coordinate. The crucial role of
the interaction between the reagents is further conrmed by the
good linear relationship (correlation coefficient of 0.96)
observed when plotting the computed barriers versus the DEint
values (computed at the same consistent C/C bond-forming
distance of 2.06 Å).

The stronger interaction computed for the processes
involving the substituted cyclohexanones in comparison with
the parent system may be initially traced to the stabilization of
the key p*(C]O) molecular orbital. For instance, whereas the
energy of this p*–LUMO in 1-CH2 is 0.37 eV, a lower value was
computed for the more reactive systems 1-O (0.24 eV) or 1-S
(0.19 eV). This should be translated into stronger orbital inter-
actions in these substituted systems. However, from the Energy
Decomposition Analysis (EDA) data in Table 1, computed at the
same consistent C/C bond-forming distance, it becomes clear
that the total orbital interaction term, DEorb, remains nearly
constant (ca. −55.5 kcal mol−1, average). This indicates that the
HOMO(CN−) / p*–LUMO(C]O) interaction, is not, as
yclohexanones 1 together with reaction barriers (DG‡) and EDA terms
* level) of the reactions of 1 and CN−

DEint
c DEPauli

c DVelstat
c DEorb

c DEorb(r1)
c

−20.7 94.5 −60.0 −55.2 −47.1
−22.5 95.2 −62.1 −55.5 −47.2
−22.8 94.8 −61.8 −55.8 −46.9
−24.5 95.5 −64.9 −55.0 −47.3
−25.9 95.6 −65.7 −55.9 −47.4
−24.3 95.0 −62.8 −56.4 −47.4
−21.4 95.0 −60.4 −56.0 −47.2

M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-311+G* level. Values within parentheses refer to
me consistent C/C bond-forming distance of 2.06 Å. d Not determined.

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3980–3987 | 3981



Fig. 3 Deformation densities r1 and associated molecular orbitals of
the most important orbital interaction DEorb(r1) in the reaction
between CN− and 1-CH2 or 1-S. The color code used to represent the
flow of charge is red / blue. All data have been computed at the
ZORA-M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-311+G* level.
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traditionally assumed, the main factor controlling the interac-
tion between the reactants and explains why the Parr's u values
fail to measure the electrophilicity of these cyclic ketones.

The same conclusion can be drawn by analyzing the evolu-
tion of the EDA terms along the entire reaction coordinate (i.e.
from the beginning of the process up to the corresponding
transition states). As shown in Fig. 2, the stronger interaction
computed for the addition of cyanide to 1-S in comparison to
the analogous process involving the parent cyclohexanone 1-
CH2 is due neither to the Pauli repulsion nor the orbital inter-
actions, which are nearly identical for both processes, but
exclusively to stronger electrostatic attractions between the
reactants along the entire reaction coordinate. The DVelstat term
is not only the dominant attractive term but also its evolution
parallels that of the total interaction energy. Indeed, a very good
linear correlation (correlation coefficient of 0.93) was found
when plotting the DEint term vs. the DVelstat (at the same
consistent C/C bond-forming distance of 2.06 Å). Therefore,
the relative electrophilicity of the studied cyclohexanones seems
to be exclusively dened, not by orbital interactions as tradi-
tionally considered, but by the electrostatic interactions
between the electrophile and the nucleophile.

The origin of the counterintuitive computed nearly identical
orbital interactions for all the considered cyclohexanones
deserves further analysis. We rst applied the Natural Orbital
from Chemical Valence (NOCV)19 extension of the EDA method
to not only visualize but also quantify the main orbital inter-
actions involved in the considered nucleophilic addition. As
expected, the EDA-NOCV method indicates that the main
contribution to the total DEorb term (>90%) comes from the
HOMO(nucleophile) / p*–LUMO(C]O) molecular orbital
interaction (Fig. 3). Interestingly, the corresponding associated
stabilization energies, DEorb(r1), are nearly identical for all
processes (see Table 1 and Fig. 3 for the values of the repre-
sentative reactions involving 1-CH2 and 1-S at the same
Fig. 2 Comparative EDAs of the reaction between CN− and 1-CH2 or
1-S projected onto the C/C bond-forming distance and referred to
the isolated reactants. All data have been computed at the ZORA-
M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-311+G* level.
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consistent C/C bond-forming distance). This is mainly due to
the rather similar p*–LUMO(C]O) orbital energy (see above)
and the nearly identical hHOMO(CN−)jp*–LUMO(C]O)i over-
lap (S= 0.33 and 0.34 for 1-CH2 and 1-S; values computed at the
same point r(C/C) along the reaction coordinate). As a result,
the total electronic charge transferred from the HOMO(CN−) to
the p*–LUMO(C]O) hardly varies in all systems (0.646e vs.
0.647e for 1-CH2 and 1-S, respectively, at the same C/C bond-
forming distance). This circumstance renders the molecular
orbital interaction and, consequently, u irrelevant in dening
the actually measured or computed relative electrophilicity of
the considered cyclohexanones.

It is reasonable to assume that the above results might be
biased due to the charged nature of the cyanide nucleophile. To
check whether the electrostatic attractions also play a crucial
role in analogous reactions involving neutral nucleophiles, we
compared the processes involving 1-CH2 and 1-S with the ylide
nucleophiles Me2S]CH–CN (N = 16.23), Me2S]CH–CO2Me (N
= 15.85) andMe2S]CH–p(NO2)C6H4 (N= 18.42), which present
similar N values as cyanide.4d In addition, we also considered
the negatively charged [Cl–CH–SO2Ph]

− nucleophile, used in
the experiments involving these cyclohexanones,10 because the
negative charge is much more delocalized than in cyanide.
From the data in Table 2, 1-S is conrmed to be a better elec-
trophile than 1-CH2 according to the lower barriers computed
for all the nucleophilic additions. Interestingly, regardless of
the nucleophile the interaction energy between the electrophile
and the nucleophile (computed at a consistent C/C bond-
forming distance close to that of the corresponding transition
states) is systematically stronger (i.e. more negative) for the
processes involving 1-S. Once again, it is found that even when
neutral nucleophiles are involved, the crucial electrostatic term,
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 Computed reaction barriers (DG‡) and EDA terms
(in kcal mol−1, computed at the ZORA-M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-
311+G* level)a of the reactions of 1-CH2 and 1-S with different
nucleophiles

System

Nucleophile DG‡ DEint DEPauli DVelstat DEorb1-X

1-CH2 Me2S]CH–CN 20.7 −21.4 180.5 −109.2 −92.7
1-S 19.6 −22.7 180.5 −109.7 −93.5
1-CH2 Me2S]CH–CO2Me 24.8 −23.0 180.9 −109.8 −94.1
1-S 23.7 −24.6 181.7 −111.0 −95.2
1-CH2 Me2S]CH–p(NO2)C6H4 19.6 −19.6 138.6 −87.7 −70.4
1-S 18.0 −21.6 139.9 −89.2 −72.2
1-CH2 [Cl–CH–SO2Ph]

− 10.3 −22.4 141.8 −87.7 −77.4
1-S 5.1 −27.6 143.5 −91.9 −49.6

a Computed at the same consistent C/C bond-forming distance (i.e.
the distance in the transition state of the 1-S process).

Edge Article Chemical Science
DVelstat, is not only the major contribution to the total DEint but
is also comparatively more stabilizing for the reactions
involving 1-S. Therefore, these results further conrm the
crucial role of electrostatic attractions in controlling the elec-
trophilicity of these cyclohexanones.

The somehow unexpected close relationship between elec-
trophilicity and electrostatic interactions prompted us to
explore the generality of this nding. So, we decided to inves-
tigate the similar cyanide nucleophilic addition to a series of
benzaldehydes differently substituted at the 4-position of the
aryl ring. Similar to the analogous process involving cyclohex-
anones, in all cases the reaction affords the corresponding
adduct through the respective transition states which again
follow the expected Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory. In this trans-
formation, we also located an initial reactant complex (RC)
which lies below the separate reactants and has been therefore
used as the reference level to compute the corresponding acti-
vation barriers (Fig. 4).

From the computed barriers gathered in Table 3, it appears
that the presence of an electron-withdrawing group in the para
position enhances the electrophilicity of the benzaldehyde
whereas electron-donor groups provoke the opposite effect,
Fig. 4 Schematic reaction profile for the nucleophilic addition reac-
tion of CN− to benzaldehydes 2.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
which conrms expectations based on the corresponding s-
Hammett constants.20 In addition, we nd that the C/C bond-
forming distance in the corresponding transition states
becomes systematically longer from 2-NMe2 (r = 2.073 Å) to 2-
NO2 (r = 2.232 Å), which indicates that the transition state is
reached earlier as the acceptor ability of the substituent
increases. In line with this, we establish an excellent linear
correlation between the computed barriers and the C/C bond-
forming distance in the TS (correlation coefficient of 0.99).
These reactions, therefore, follow the Hammond–Leffer
postulate.21

To quantitatively understand the reactivity trend observed in
the cyanide addition to benzaldehydes, we have applied once
again the ASM of reactivity. To this end, we focus on three
representative processes involving unsubstituted (2-H),
electron-donor substituted (2-NMe2), and electron-acceptor
substituted (2-NO2) benzaldehydes. Fig. 5 shows the corre-
sponding ASDs for these reactions once again from the begin-
ning of the process up to the corresponding transition states
and projected onto the forming (O])C/C(N) bond-forming
distance. As shown in Fig. 5, the enhanced reactivity of p-
NO2–benzaldehyde 2-NO2 in comparison with the parent
benzaldehyde 2-H is again solely due to the stronger interaction
energy between the reactants along the entire reaction coordi-
nate. The deformation strain energy, DEstrain, is nearly identical
for both transformations. The reaction involving p-NMe2–
benzaldehyde 2-NMe2 exhibits the weakest, i.e., the least stabi-
lizing DEint along the entire series which, together with a more
destabilizing strain energy, results in a higher barrier and thus
a reduced reactivity (i.e., electrophilicity) for this system. The
crucial role of the interaction between the reagents is further
conrmed by the excellent linear correlation (correlation coef-
cient of 0.99, see Fig. 6) between the computed barriers and
the DEint values, computed at the same consistent C/C bond-
forming distance of 2.232 Å (i.e., the value for the transition
state involving 2-NO2).

For this particular transformation, we found that the
computed electrophilicity indices, u, do follow the same trend
Table 3 Computed global electrophilicity indexes (u) for benzalde-
hydes 2 together with reaction barriers (DE‡) and EDA terms
(in kcal mol−1, computed at the ZORA-M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-
311+G* level)a of the reactions of 2 and CN−

System

DE‡ u DEstrain DEint DEPauli DVelstat DEorb (DEorb(r1))2-R

2-NMe2 9.0 1.1 9.1 −13.5 58.9 −34.0 −38.3 (−33.7)
2-tBu 8.6 1.4 6.3 −15.1 58.8 −35.3 −38.6 (−34.3)
2-Me 8.4 1.5 5.9 −14.8 58.8 −35.5 −38.1 (−34.2)
2-H 8.2 1.6 6.1 −15.8 58.7 −36.6 −37.8 (−34.4)
2-Br 7.1 1.8 6.2 −20.0 59.1 −40.0 −39.2 (−35.1)
2-CF3 5.9 1.9 6.3 −22.5 59.2 −42.7 −39.1 (−35.8)
2-CN 5.3 2.2 5.7 −24.9 59.6 −44.4 −40.0 (−36.4)
2-NO2 4.9 2.5 5.9 −26.3 59.8 −45.7 −40.4 (−37.0)

a Computed at the same consistent C/C bond-forming distance of
2.232 Å

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3980–3987 | 3983



Fig. 5 Comparative ASDs of the reaction between CN− and 2-NMe2
(blue lines), 2-H (black lines) and 2-NO2 (red lines) projected onto the
C/C bond-forming distance and referred to the isolated reactants. All
data have been computed at the ZORA-M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-
311+G* level.

Fig. 6 Plot of the activation energies (DE‡) and the EDA terms for the
reactions of CN− and benzaldehydes 2 (at a consistent C/C bond-
forming distance of 2.232 Å). All data have been computed at the
ZORA-M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-311+G* level.

Fig. 7 Comparative EDAs of the reaction between CN− and 2-NMe2
(blue lines), 2-H (black lines) and 2-NO2 (red lines) projected onto the
C/C bond-forming distance and referred to the isolated reactants. All
data have been computed at the ZORA-M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-

Chemical Science Edge Article
as the activation barriers (correlation coefficient of 0.92), which
would suggest that the electrophilicity of the considered benz-
aldehydes could be dened by the energy of their FMOs. This is
in line with the computed key HOMO(CN−) / p*–LUMO(C]
O) molecular orbital interactions, reected by the DEorb(r1)
term, which also follows the same trend, i.e., this HOMO–LUMO
interaction becomes stronger as the electron-withdrawing
ability of the substituent increases (see Table 3). As a result,
we nd in this case a good correlation between the barriers and
DEorb(r1) term (R2 = 0.98, Fig. 6). This can be initially ascribed
to the stabilization of the p*(C]O)–LUMO (e.g., 3LUMO =−0.87,
−1.14 and −2.44 eV, for 2-NMe2, 2-H and 2-NO2, respectively, at
3984 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3980–3987
the same consistent point r(C/C) along the reaction coordi-
nate) and is once again related to the total electronic charge
transferred from the nucleophile to the p*(C]O) orbital of the
substrate, which clearly increases from 2-NMe2 (0.600e) to 2-
NO2 (0.632e). Despite that, the variation in the DEorb(r1) term
along the series is not remarkable (ca. 3 kcal mol−1) which is
reected in the low slope (0.70) of the corresponding correlation
line. This indicates a low sensitivity of the reactivity (i.e. elec-
trophilicity) with the FMO interactions. The same holds for the
DEPauli term, which hardly varies along the entire series either
(Fig. 6). This is due to the overlap between the key occupied
molecular orbitals of both reactants, in particular, the hp(C]
O)(2)jHOMO(CN−)i, which changes not that much when
comparing the extreme situations involving 2-NMe2 (S = 0.06)
with 2-NO2 (S = 0.08).

At variance, the electrostatic attraction is again the main
factor controlling both, the magnitude of, and the trend in, the
interaction DEint between the deformed reactants. Indeed, as
clearly shown in Fig. 6, the DVelstat values parallel the DEint
values, which is translated into a very good correlation between
the computed barriers and the DVelstat term (correlation coeffi-
cient of 0.99). In this case, the computed high slope of 2.77
indicates a much higher sensitivity of the actual electrophilicity
for the electrostatic interactions.

The same conclusion can be drawn when plotting the
evolution of the EDA terms along the entire reaction coordinate
for the processes involving 2-NMe2, 2-H and 2-NO2. As graphi-
cally shown in Fig. 7, the Pauli repulsion term is nearly identical
in all the reactions. At variance, the orbital interactions are only
slightly stronger for the process involving 2-NO2 as compared to
the analogous reaction involving 2-NMe2 or 2-H. However, the
electrostatic attraction (DVelstat) becomes the decisive factor
leading to the observed trend in DEint (2-NO2 > 2-H > 2-NMe2).
Thus, DVelstat steadily strengthens from 2-NO2 to 2-H and to 2-
311+G* level.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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NMe2 and, in this way, causes the same trend in DEint and,
ultimately, in the actual relative electrophilicity of these benz-
aldehydes as reected by DE‡.22

The trend in the key term, DVelstat, which as commented
above controls the reactivity of the system, can be directly
related to the variation of the charge at the carbonyl carbon
atom. The latter becomes more positive with the higher
electron-withdrawing capacity of the substituent. For instance,
the computed Hirshfeld charge at this carbonyl carbon atom
steadily increases from +0.119 in 2-NMe2 to +0.132 in 2-NO2. For
this reason, an excellent linear correlation (R2 = 0.96) arises
between the activation barrier and the charge of the carbonyl
carbon atom of the considered benzaldehydes (Fig. 8).
Conclusions

According to our activation strain and quantitative MO anal-
yses, the electrophilicity of our model organic carbonyls (i.e.
cyclohexanones or benzaldehydes) is mainly determined by the
electrostatic attractions between the electrophile and nucleo-
phile reactants along the reaction coordinate. For the particular
case of p-substituted benzaldehydes, it is found that the relative
electrophilicity is related to the charge on the carbonylic carbon
atom, which directly depends on the electron-withdrawing or
donating power of the para-substituent. The more positive the
carbonylic carbon atom, the more stabilizing the electrostatic
interaction with the CN− nucleophile and, thus, the lower the
activation energy. At variance, the relative electrophilicity of
these benzaldehydes exhibits a low sensitivity with the FMO
interactions, although the key p*(C]O) MO becomes more and
more stabilized with the electron-withdrawing ability of the
substituent.

This nding becomes even more evident in the cyclohexa-
nones series considered herein, as for these systems, the key
Fig. 8 Plot of the activation energies (DE‡) versus the computed
Hirshfeld charges of the carbonyl carbon atom of benzaldehydes 2 (at
a consistent C/C bond-forming distance of 2.232 Å). All data have
been computed at the ZORA-M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-311+G*
level.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
p*(C]O) remains almost constant, which is translated into
nearly identical FMO interactions. As a consequence, the trend
in the relative electrophilicity of these systems greatly deviates
from the trend predicted by the widely used u index, as
conrmed experimentally.9

Our nding, i.e. the electrostatic interactions as the main
factor governing the electrophilicity of carbonyl compounds,
therefore contrasts with, and replaces the traditional ration-
alization of the electrophilicity trends based exclusively on the
FMO interactions, at least for the series of nucleophiles
considered in this study.
Computational details

Geometry optimizations of the molecules were performed
without symmetry constraints using the Gaussian16 (RevB.01)
suite of program23 at the M06-2X24/6-311+G* level. Reactants
and adducts were characterized by frequency calculations and
have positive denite Hessian matrices. Transition states show
only one negative eigenvalue in their diagonalized force
constant matrices, and their associated eigenvectors were
conrmed to correspond to the motion along the reaction
coordinate under consideration using the Intrinsic Reaction
Coordinate (IRC) method.25
Activation strain model (ASM) of reactivity and energy
decomposition analysis (EDA) methods

Within the ASM method,14 the potential energy surface DE(z) is
decomposed along the reaction coordinate, z, into two contri-
butions, namely the strain DEstrain(z) associated with the
deformation (or distortion) required by the individual reactants
during the process and the interaction DEint(z) between these
increasingly deformed reactants:

DE(z) = DEstrain(z) + DEint(z)

Within the EDA method,14 the interaction energy can be
further decomposed into the following chemically meaningful
terms:

DEint(z) = DVelstat(z) + DEPauli(z) + DEorb(z)

The term DVelstat corresponds to the classical electrostatic
interaction between the unperturbed charge distributions of the
deformed reactants and is usually attractive. The Pauli repul-
sion DEPauli comprises the destabilizing interactions between
occupied orbitals and is responsible for any steric repulsion.
The orbital interaction DEorb accounts for bond pair formation,
charge transfer (interaction between occupied orbitals on one
moiety with unoccupied orbitals on the other, including
HOMO–LUMO interactions), and polarization (empty-occupied
orbital mixing on one fragment due to the presence of another
fragment). Moreover, the NOCV (Natural Orbital for Chemical
Valence)19 extension of the EDA method has been also used to
further partition the DEorb term. The EDA-NOCV approach
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3980–3987 | 3985
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provides pairwise energy contributions for each pair of inter-
acting orbitals to the total bond energy.

The program package ADF26 was used for EDA calculations
using the optimized M06-2X/6-311+G* geometries at the same
DFT level in conjunction with a triple-z-quality basis set using
uncontracted slater-type orbitals (STOs) augmented by two sets
of polarization functions with a frozen-core approximation for
the core electrons.27 Auxiliary sets of s, p, d, f, and g STOs were
used to t the molecular densities and to represent the
Coulomb and exchange potentials accurately in each SCF
cycle.28 Scalar relativistic effects were incorporated by applying
the zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA).29 This level of
theory is denoted ZORA-M06-2X/TZ2P//M06-2X/6-311+G*.
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the text are available in the ESI.†
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